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Active Fixed Income 
Absolute Return Bond Fund 

Performance and Attribution: 

Fixed income markets continued to sell off during the quarter, with fears around galloping inflation crystallised by 

realised prints that came in above expectations. This prompted central banks to react strongly and rise rates more 

aggressively than anticipated, in the process bringing forward recession risks. The resilience of credit markets, 

which we observed in the relative stability of credit spreads in the first quarter, has started to crack and spreads 

have repriced in line with recession expectations.   

In this environment, the fund underperformed the benchmark, primarily due to asset allocation and stock 
selection. 

 
Key positive contributors: 

• Our portfolio protection, held in credit default swap indices, contributed to performance as credit spreads 
sold off through the quarter.  

• Our active rates strategies contributed to performance as we maintained our short stance and mitigated 
the portfolio’s exposure to interest rate rises. 

Key negative contributors: 

• Our exposure to sub-investment grade bonds detracted from returns. This segment of the market had 
been resilient in the first quarter but repriced markedly this quarter.  

• We hold moderate and diversified exposure to emerging market debt which has continued to sell off, 
dragged by outflows out of the asset class as investors repriced the risk premium they had associated 
with emerging markets.  

• European corporates, especially subordinated debt, came under considerable pressure as the ECB 
exhibited a stronger willingness to curb inflation than markets had anticipated. 

 

Positioning: 

We continued to hold a credit positioning between defensive and neutral, despite the considerable re-pricing of 

credit spreads creating opportunities to add exposure at attractive levels. We believe there could be more 

repricing to come and would consider adding credit risk to the portfolio if we see an inflection in inflation prints 

which may prompt central banks to pause their aggressive tightening. 

 

Main portfolio themes: 

• Valuations continued to cheapen over the quarter, and we are seeing European investment grade 
corporates reach levels of attractiveness not seen since the European sovereign debt crisis. We are more 
inclined to add credit risk in that space 

• Credit protection (via credit default swaps) is now very expensive to run as a hedge, given the elevated 
spread levels. We have taken profit on some of those and have reduced our physical bond exposure to 
offset the decrease in hedges 

• We still balance our risk exposures with large liquidity buffers as we remain neutral on overall market risk 
appetite, given the imperative of central banks to tighten financial conditions through rises in interest rates 
and the end of their quantitative easing programs.  
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Absolute Return Bond Plus Fund  

Performance and Attribution: 

Fixed income markets continued to sell off during the quarter, with fears around galloping inflation crystallised by 

realised prints that came in above expectations. This prompted central banks to react strongly and rise rates more 

aggressively than anticipated, in the process bringing forward recession risks. The resilience of credit markets, 

which we observed in the relative stability of credit spreads in the first quarter, has started to crack and spreads 

have repriced in line with recession expectations.   

In this environment, the fund underperformed the benchmark, primarily due to asset allocation and stock 

selection. 

Key positive contributors: 

• Our portfolio protection, held in credit default swap indices, contributed to performance as credit spreads 
sold off through the quarter.  

• Our active rates strategies contributed to performance as we maintained our short stance and mitigated 
the portfolio’s exposure to interest rate rises. 

Key negative contributors:  

• Our exposure to sub-investment grade bonds detracted from returns. This segment of the market had 
been resilient in the first quarter but repriced markedly this quarter.  

• We hold moderate and diversified exposure to emerging market debt which has continued to sell off, 
dragged by outflows out of the asset class as investors repriced the risk premium they had associated 
with emerging markets.  

• Lastly, European corporates, especially subordinated debt, came under considerable pressure as the 
ECB exhibited a stronger willingness to curb inflation than markets had anticipated. 
 

Positioning: 

The fund started the year with a credit positioning near neutral as a reflection of how expensive valuations in 
Investment Grade and High yield corporate bonds were on a long-term basis. During the quarter, the activity in 
the portfolio was dominated by the management of the direct and indirect downside risk around the Russia-
Ukraine conflict. We reduced our diversified exposure to Emerging Market debt soon after the conflict escalated. 

 

We also added some protection to the portfolio early March via Credit-Default Swap indices focussing on 
European markets as the risk of contagion was more prominent. We removed some of that protection late March 
but kept some to hedge out further tail risks. Once markets stabilised, we used primary issuance to add some 
select credit exposure in attracted areas such as some subordinated European Financials and Corporates which 
had underperformed amidst the conflict. 

 

Main portfolio themes: 

• Valuations have cheapened up materially over the last quarters, with Emerging Market, Euro Investment 
grade and High Yield debt now at much more attractive levels on a historical basis, with other areas of 
value seen in subordinated financials.  

• We are maintaining low levels of credit protection, having taken some profit on those positions during the 
sell-off in March 

• We still balance our risk exposures with a large liquidity buffer as we remain neutral on overall market risk 
appetite, given the imperative of central banks to tighten financial conditions through rises in interest rates 
and the end of their quantitative easing programs.  
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Outlook: 

• Recession risks have continued to dominate market moves and we expect this to continue in the 

foreseeable future. In Europe, consensus growth estimates are dropping as the cost of energy rises. 

Meanwhile, the US economy is stuck between a rock and a hard place, with the Fed having to bring 

forward rate rises. The UK is in an unenviable position, with a combination of lower growth than the US, 

and higher inflation than Europe which have been exacerbated by Brexit-driven labour shortages. 

• Corporate fundamentals have held up well, with leverage levels now back at their pre-covid levels. 

Sectors with a high ability to pass-through inflationary pressures are in a stronger position than others, 

bringing about pockets of opportunity. We are watching corporate behaviour closely, especially M&A and 

share buyback trends, which would deteriorate corporate balance sheet quality should they rise. 

• That said, we believe that a large proportion of those recession risks are priced in, with both yields and 

spreads both markedly higher compared to the end of 2021, with yields reaching levels not seen for over 

a decade. 

 

 

 

Active Corporate Bond All Stocks 

 

Performance and Attribution: 

During the quarter, the fund underperformed the benchmark, gross of fees amidst a challenging market backdrop.  

Key positive contributors: 

• Underweight positioning to Sub-Sovereigns (AAA/AA), overweight to Financial Services were small 

contributors  

• Single names: overweight positions in Green King, Telereal, and Bishopsgate 

• Rating: exposures to higher rated AA and A contributed as these outperformed versus BBBs and sub-

investment grade ratings 

Key negative contributors:  

• Credit Allocation, Credit Selection, and Rate & Credit Duration detracted from performance as fixed income 

markets continued to sell-off and rates rose on inflation and recession fears. Bonds trading on a cash price 

e.g., corporate hybrids and deeply subordinated bank debt fell sharply as yields rose 

• Underweight positioning to Utilities (BB), and overweight positioning to Banks (BBB/BB), as well as Oil & Gas 

were the main drivers of underperformance 

• Single names: Overweight positions in BP, Hammerson, and Unibail 

• Exposure to BBB/BB ratings delivered negative credit returns as they were the most impacted in the sell-off 

Positioning: 
 
Main portfolio themes: 

• Over the quarter, we became more cautious as inflationary pressures from the Ukraine war led to central 

banks tightening. As a result, we decreased the level of credit risk in the portfolio from Q1 however largely 

remained with a neutral bias  
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• We maintained our overweight in banks as we still see this sector benefitting from the rates rising 

environment 

• We continued to be underweight Bank of England CBPS (Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme) names 

ahead of £20bn programme unwind which on balance may still start later this year 

• We maintained a barbell strategy focused on the overweight short-dated credit versus underweight long 

end credit 

• We reduced some of the short-dated carry positions in HY, hybrids, & short-dated BBBs for example with 

a special focus on the names trading in cash terms 

• In terms of realised fund duration, we added duration over the quarter as yields rose and recession fears 

increased. 

 

 

Active Corporate Bond Over 10 Year 

 

Performance and Attribution: 

During the quarter, the fund delivered a flat performance versus the benchmark, gross of fees.  

Key positive contributors: 

• Rates/credit duration was the main driver of positive performance as credit curve steepened and the 

portfolio was positioned with an underweight in the long end versus an overweight in the 7-to-10-year part 

of the curve which was beneficial 

• Underweight positioning to Securitised, AAA and AA rated sub-Sovereigns and overweight to Insurance 

were contributors  

• Single names: overweight positions in Telereal, Bishopsgate and Berkshire Hathaway 

• Rating: exposures to higher rated AA and A contributed as these outperformed versus BBBs and sub-

investment grade ratings 

Key negative contributors: 

• Credit Allocation and Credit Selection detracted from performance as fixed income markets continued to 

sell-off and rates rose on inflation and recession fears. Bonds trading on a cash price e.g., corporate 

hybrids and deeply subordinated bank debt fell sharply as yields rose 

• Overweight positioning to Insurance as well as Oil & Gas were the main drivers of underperformance 

• Single names: Overweight positions in BP and Unibail 

• Exposure to BBB/BB ratings delivered negative credit returns as they were the most impacted in the sell-

off 
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Positioning: 
Main portfolio themes: 

• Over the quarter, we became more cautious as inflationary pressures from the Ukraine war led to central 

banks tightening. As a result, we decreased the level of credit risk in the portfolio from Q1 to an 

underweight position 

• We maintained our overweight in banks as we still see this sector benefitting from the rates rising 

environment 

• We continued to be underweight Bank of England CBPS (Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme) names 

ahead of £20bn programme unwind which on balance may still start later this year 

• We maintained a barbell strategy focused on the overweight short-dated credit versus underweight long 

end credit 

• We reduced some of the short-dated carry positions in HY, hybrids, & short-dated BBBs for example with 

a special focus on the names trading in cash terms 

• In terms of realised fund duration, we added duration over the quarter as yields rose and recession fears 

increased. 

 

 

Active GBP Collateralised and Corporates Fund 
 

Performance and Attribution 

During the quarter, the fund underperformed the benchmark, gross of fees amidst challenging market backdrop.  

Key positive contributors: 

• Overweight positioning to Securitised, AAA and AA rated sub-Sovereigns were contributors  

• Single names: overweight positions in Telereal, Bishopsgate and Marston’s 

• Rating: exposures to higher rated AA and A contributed as these outperformed versus BBBs and sub-

investment grade ratings 

Key negative contributors: 

• Credit Allocation and Credit Selection detracted from performance as fixed income markets continued to 

sell-off and rates rose on inflation and recession fears. Bonds trading on a cash price e.g., corporate 

hybrids and deeply subordinated bank debt fell sharply as yields rose 

• Underweight in Utilities was the main driver of underperformance 

• Single names: overweight positions in Hammerson and Unibail 

• Exposure to BBB/BB ratings delivered negative credit returns as they were the most impacted in the sell-

off 

Positioning: 

• Over the quarter, we became more cautious as inflationary pressures from the Ukraine war led to central 

banks tightening. As a result, we decreased the level of credit risk in the portfolio from Q1 to a neutral 

position 
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• We maintained our overweight in banks as we still see this sector benefitting from the rates rising 

environment 

• We continued to be underweight Bank of England CBPS (Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme) names 

ahead of £20bn programme unwind which on balance may still start later this year 

• We maintained a barbell strategy focused on the overweight short-dated credit versus underweight long 

end credit 

• We reduced some of the short-dated carry positions in HY, hybrids, & short-dated BBBs for example with 

a special focus on the names trading in cash terms 

• In terms of realised fund duration, we added duration over the quarter as yields rose and recession fears 

increased 

Outlook: 
With global central banks tightening monetary policy, it’s difficult to see where fresh liquidity is going to come 

from. Recession risks have continued to dominate market moves and we expect this to continue in the 

foreseeable future. The UK is in an unenviable position, with a combination of lower growth than the US, and 

higher inflation than Europe which have been exacerbated by Brexit-driven labour shortages. That said, we 

believe that a large proportion of those recession risks are priced in, with both yields and spreads both markedly 

higher compared to the end of 2021. As valuations and all-in yields have become more attractive, we will look to 

add risk to portfolios with a bias towards Euro denominated debt where valuations at the 85th percentile look 

attractive in all but a prolonged recession scenario. 

 

 

Buy and Maintain 

• The portfolio return was negative for the second quarter as government bond yields rose, and credit 
spreads widened. Markets continued to price in the prospect of tighter monetary policy to curb high 
inflation, driving 10-year government bond yields to their highest level since 2015. Investors have had to 
contend with one of the worst first halves for markets in living memory as risks have multiplied, as have 
the prospects for recession in the next 18 months. 

 

• Inflation continued to surprise to the upside. Headline (CPI) annual inflation hit 9.1% in the UK and 8.6% 
in the US and Europe during the quarter, the highest levels since the early 1980s. The outlook for near-
term inflation is that it remains stubbornly high given tight labour markets, high commodity prices and the 
prospect for high winter utility bills.  With a relatively tight labour market, risks are to the upside as inflation 
could feed through to the next round of nominal wage demands.  
 

• Monetary policy tightened during the quarter. The US Federal Reserve raised rates from 0.5% to 1.75%, 
and the Bank of England from 075% to 1.25% over the quarter. UK base rates are now at their highest 
level for 13 years. Government bond yields moved significantly higher during the quarter signalling further 
rate hikes are necessary to tackle soaring inflation. Our central case is that the Fed Funds rate will reach 
4% by early 2023. With the potential for aggressive rates increases ahead, the likelihood of a hard landing 
and subsequent recession increase as we head into late 2023. 
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Core Plus Fund 
 
Performance and Attribution: 

The fund has underperformed the benchmark during the quarter, primarily due to asset allocation and credit 

selection. 

 

Key positive contributors: 

• Our active rates strategies contributed to performance as we maintained our short stance and mitigated 

the portfolio’s exposure to interest rate rises. We were also active in the European peripheral rates 

markets. We sold Italian government bonds against German bunds as we believe that the high inflation 

and rising rates environment would lead to concerns around the sustainability of Italian debt. Markets 

caught on to these concerns as the European Central Banks signalled more aggressive rates increases, 

and we took profit on the position. 

• Portfolio protection, held in Credit-Default Swap indices, contributed to performance as credit spreads 

sold off through the quarter.  

• Our exposure to US Dollar credit contributed to performance as the region outperformed again this 

quarter. 

 

Key negative contributors: 

• Our exposure to sub-Investment grade bonds detracted from returns. This segment of the market had 

been resilient in the first quarter but repriced markedly this quarter.  

• We hold moderate and diversified exposure Emerging Market Debt which has continued to sell off, 

dragged by outflows out of the asset class as investors repriced the risk premium that they had 

associated to Emerging Markets.  

• Lastly, European corporates, especially subordinated debt, came under considerable pressure as the 

European Central Bank exhibited a stronger willingness to curb inflation than markets had anticipated. 

 

Positioning: 

We have reduced credit exposure during the quarter as the inflationary nature of the Ukraine war impacted 

Central Bank action almost immediately, causing credit markets to sell off. We had reduced our Emerging Market 

Debt exposure significantly by the end of April and kept it low during the quarter. We have generally been more 

inclined to increase exposure to European credit given how sharp the repricing of spreads has been.  

 

Main portfolio themes: 

• We look to further mitigate our credit exposure with the use of small levels of credit hedging via Credit-

Default Swaps. We continue to maintain conservative cash buffers which we haven’t deployed yet as 

inflation continues to run ahead of expectations. 

• Despite being a source of underperformance during the quarter, we continue to hold some diversified 

Emerging Market Debt exposure and exposure to Global High Yield which we believe provides an 

attractive long-term source of additional returns 

• We are focussing our attention of the European credit market which offers the best value since the 

European sovereign crisis 
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• Going forward, we are inclined to remove our bearish bias on rates and are looking to neutralise the 

portfolio’s interest rate exposure. We look out for early signs that the labour market may be weakening, 

which may lead to a softening of inflation expectations. As repricing continues, we may consider adding 

interest rate exposure, but we haven’t reached the point yet where risks and rewards of that exposure feel 

attractive. We continue to focus on relative value positions which are more insulated from directional 

moves as well as markets where the economy is more rates-sensitive such as Australia and Canada. We 

have been increasingly active in the European rates markets where we believe that recession risks are 

vulnerable to rapid revision, with a strong focus on European peripheral rates which are under pressure 

from the ECB’s tightening of financial conditions. 

Outlook: 

Recession risks have continued to dominate market moves and we expect this to continue in the foreseeable 

future. In Europe, consensus growth estimates are dropping as the cost of energy rises. Meanwhile, the US 

economy is stuck between a rock and a hard place, with the Fed having to bring forward rate rises. The UK is in 

an unenviable position, with a combination of lower growth than the US, and higher inflation than Europe which 

have been exacerbated by Brexit-driven labour shortages. 

Corporate fundamentals have held up well, with leverage levels now back at their pre-covid levels. Sectors with a 

high ability to pass-through inflationary pressures are in a stronger position than others, bringing about pockets of 

opportunity. We are watching corporate behaviour closely, especially M&A and share buyback trends, which 

would deteriorate corporate balance sheet quality should they rise. 

 

 

Global Corporate Bond Fund  

Performance and Attribution: 

Fixed income markets continued to sell off during the quarter, with fears around galloping inflation crystallised by 

realised prints that came in above expectations. This prompted central banks to react strongly and rise rates more 

aggressively than anticipated, in the process bringing forward recession risks. The resilience of credit markets, 

which we observed in the relative stability of credit spreads in the first quarter, has started to crack and spreads 

have repriced in line with recession expectations.   

In this environment, the fund underperformed the benchmark, primarily due to asset allocation and stock 

selection. 

 

Key positive contributors: 

• Our active rates strategies contributed to performance as we maintained our short stance and mitigated 

the portfolio’s exposure to interest rate rises. We were also active in the European peripheral rates 

markets. We sold Italian government bonds against German bunds as we believe that high inflation and 

the rising rates environment would lead to concerns around the sustainability of Italian debt. Markets 

caught on to this as the European Central Bank (ECB) signalled more aggressive increases to rates, and 

we took profit on the position. 

• Our portfolio protection, held in credit default swap indices, contributed to performance as credit spreads 

sold off through the quarter.  
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Key negative contributors: 

• European corporates, especially subordinated debt, came under considerable pressure as the ECB 

displayed a stronger willingness to curb inflation than markets had anticipated. We had increased 

exposure in May given the compelling valuations, but European credit continued to sell off in June, hurting 

the returns.  

• Our exposure to sub-investment grade bonds detracted from returns. This segment of the market had 

been resilient in the first quarter but repriced markedly this quarter.  

• We hold moderate and diversified exposure to emerging market debt which has continued to sell off, 

dragged by outflows out of the asset class as investors repriced the risk premium they had associated 

with emerging markets.  

Positioning: 

In April we brought our credit exposure back to neutral as we felt that risks were skewed to the downside with the 

removal of monetary support and lack of visibility on inflationary pressures emerging as a result of the Ukraine 

war. Following the aggressive repricing of credit spreads, we increased exposure to pan-European credit. Our 

largest underweight remains in US dollar credit, which hasn’t sold off as much as its pan-European counterpart. 

We were active in our management of interest rate exposure and focussed on the European peripheral market, 

which was particularly volatile this quarter. 

 

Main portfolio themes: 

• We look to further mitigate our credit exposure with the use of small levels of credit hedging via credit 

default swaps. We continue to maintain conservative cash buffers, which we haven’t deployed yet as 

inflation continues to run ahead of expectations. 

• Despite being a source of underperformance during the quarter, we continue to hold some diversified 

exposure to emerging market debt and global high yield, which we believe provides an attractive long-

term source of additional returns 

• We are focussing our attention of the European credit market, which we believe currently offers its best 

value since the European sovereign crisis 

• Going forward, we are inclined to remove our bearish bias on rates and are looking to neutralise the 

portfolio’s interest rate exposure. We look out for early signs that the labour market may be weakening, 

which may lead to a softening of inflation expectations. As repricing continues, we may consider adding 

interest rate exposure, but we haven’t reached the point yet where the risks and rewards of that exposure 

feel attractive. We continue to focus on relative value positions which are more insulated from directional 

moves, as well as markets where the economy is more rates-sensitive such as Australia and Canada. We 

have been increasingly active in the European rates markets, where we believe that recession risks are 

vulnerable to rapid revision, with a strong focus on European peripheral rates as they come under 

pressure from the ECB’s tightening of financial conditions. 
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Index-Linked Bond Fund 

Performance and Attribution: 

The fund outperformed the benchmark during the quarter, as interest rates continued to rise alongside a very fast 

repricing of monetary policy by market participants.  

 

The primary contributors to performance were as follows: 

• Our long Bunds versus Treasuries contributed to performance, after initially detracting during the first 

quarter of 2022. This performance was driven by an increase in recession fears for Europe.  

• We added a US 2s10s flattener in May as we believe that the Fed will continue to be pushed to tighten 

financial conditions. We believe this will both drive a sell-off in short-dated interest rates and increase 

recession probabilities. This position underperformed in May as curves steepened slightly. We increased 

the size of this position and took profit in June after it performed 

• We sold Italian government bonds versus bunds as we were worried about debt sustainability in Italy and 

the limited toolkit that the ECB can deploy. Italian government bonds continued performing poorly in a 

rising interest rate environment. 

 

The primary detractors from performance were as follows: 

• We have a longer-term exposure to Australian rates against US rates as we believe that the Australian 

economy is more rates-sensitive than most Western economies. The Reserve Bank of Australia raised 

rates by more than was generally expected in May in response to high inflation prints, which led to our 

position underperforming. We continue to believe the Australian economy is interest rate-sensitive and 

are looking to buy more exposure to Australian rates. 

• We added a long gilt position versus US Treasuries as we believed that the UK would be in a weaker 

economic position given the more acute labour shortages and inflationary pressures the country faces 

compared to its peers. Following the British government’s signalled ramp-up of fiscal efforts in response 

to the cost of living crisis, we have closed the position at a loss. 

 

Outlook: 

 

Looking forward, we are inclined to remove our bearish bias on rates and are looking to neutralise the portfolio’s 

interest rate exposure. We look out for early signs that the labour market may be weakening, which may lead to a 

softening of inflation expectations. As repricing continues, we may consider adding interest rate exposure, but we 

haven’t reached the point where the risks and rewards of that exposure feel attractive.  

We continue to focus on relative value positions which are more insulated from directional moves, as well as 

markets where the economy is more rates-sensitive, such as Australia and Canada.  

We have been increasingly active in the European rates markets, where we believe recession risks are vulnerable 

to rapid revision, with a strong focus on European peripheral rates which are under pressure from the ECB’s 

tightening of financial conditions. 
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Secure Income Assets Fund 

Against a challenging macroeconomic backdrop, we remained busy in Q2, pricing one investment for the Fund in 

Q2 and bringing others through our investment process. The investment was for a self-storage portfolio, which 

provides us with exposure to a sector with supportive drivers. We have also approved further investments at 

committee, notably in the real estate debt space, where we have seen good value for high quality assets.  

 
Financial markets in Q2 were characterised by elevated volatility, as inflation (which reached a 40-year high in the 
UK in April) persisted and both recession and living-affordability fears increased. As results of increasing inflation 
expectations, Central bank responses have been swift and hawkish, with the Bank of England increasing rates by 
25bp to 1.25% in June’s meeting. Markets continue to expect a total of six 25bps hikes in 2022. Debt market 
spreads have widened materially year-to-date, following Central Bank policy moves and geopolitical uncertainty, 
in combination with decreasing consumer sentiment. Private markets have now broadly caught up with public 
market bond spread movements, but volatility remains. Given these conditions, our first half investment strategy 
has been focused, generally speaking, on shorter duration assets with contractual income. This has seen the fund 
outperform.   
 
Reflecting the Fund’s modus operandi and noting the aforementioned macroeconomic dynamics, we have 
remained vigilant and highly investment selective, focusing on high quality and defensive credit. Notwithstanding, 
market movements provide us with great opportunity to invest in high quality credit at spreads that sit close to the 
top of their historic trading range. Opportunities remain, notably in sectors such as efficient transport, renewables, 
digital infrastructure, and logistics.  
 

 

UK Fixed Interest All Stocks 

Performance and Attribution: 

The fund outperformed the benchmark during the quarter as interest rates continue to rise amidst a very fast 

repricing of monetary policy by market participants.  

 

The primary contributors to performance were as follows: 

• Our long Bunds versus Treasuries contributed to performance after initially detracting during the first 

quarter of 2022. This performance was driven by an increase in recession fears for Europe.  

• We added a US 2s10s flattener in May as we believe that the Fed will continue to be pushed to tighten 

financial conditions. We believe this will both drive a sell-off in short-dated interest rates and increase 

recession probabilities. This position underperformed in May as curves steepened slightly. We increased 

the size of this position and took profit in June after it performed 

• We had sold Italian government bonds versus bunds as we were worried about debt sustainability in Italy 

and the limited toolkit that the ECB can deploy. Italian government bonds continued to perform poorly in a 

rising interest rate environment. 

 

The primary detractors from performance were as follows: 

• We have had a longer-term exposure to Australian rates against US rates as we believe that the 

Australian economy is more rates-sensitive than most Western economies. The Reserve Bank of 

Australia raised rates by more than was generally expected in May in response for high inflation prints, 

which led to underperformance of our position. We continue to believe that the Australian economy is 

more interest rate sensitive and look to buy more exposure to Australian rates. 
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• We had added a long gilt position versus US treasuries as we believed that the UK would be in a weaker 

economic positioning given the more acute labour shortages and inflationary pressures. Following the 

British government’s signalled ramp-up of fiscal efforts in response to the cost-of-living crisis, we have 

closed the position at a loss. 

 

 

Multi Asset 
Diversified Fund 

 

Market conditions: 

The second quarter of 2022 was brutally challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as central 

banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from investors. In 

the US, the central bank raised rates twice by a total of 1.25%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate 

twice over the quarter by a total of 0.5%, to the highest level in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has also woken 

from its slumber and pre-committed future rate hikes later in the year.  

With central banks repeating their hawkish messages, government bond yields moved higher and drove prices 

down. Given the concerns around growth and inflation, global equity markets suffered poor returns over the month 

with US equities leading the way given their bias toward the mega cap tech stocks which have shown high 

sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Caught in these crosswinds, corporate bonds and emerging 

market debt also lost value. After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities also 

had a negative quarter given growing recessionary pressures. Altogether, this created a perfect storm for 

investors with few places to hide. 

 

The Diversified Fund (DF) returned -6.6% over the quarter. Its long-term comparator of developed global equities 

(as measured by the FTSE Developed World Index, 50% hedged to GBP) returned -11.6%. Since inception the 

DF has returned + 7.2% p.a. Realised returns for the long-term comparator (FTSE Developed World Index, 50% 

hedged to GBP) were +11.5% p.a. Our long-term return expectation (for both developed equities as well as for the 

Diversified Fund) is around risk-free rates +3.5-4% or c. 4.2% since inception. We don’t expect the DF to match 

equity returns in an extended market rally given the DF’s diversified composition and in general expect the DF to 

outperform equities in a downmarket given its diversified asset allocation. 

The fund’s realised volatility since inception reflects 63% of the volatility of its long-term comparator, developed 

global equities (as measured by the FTSE Developed World Index, 50% hedged to GBP). This is in line with the 

fund’s volatility target. 

 

Contributions to Fund Return: 

Foreign currency exposure, commodities and UK property were the main positive contributors to performance 

over the quarter. North American equities, Real estate investment trusts, Global High Yield and US credit 

detracted most from performance. 
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Fund Positioning: 

There were no changes to the strategic asset allocation over the quarter. 

 

 

 

Dynamic Diversified Fund 

The DDF returned -6.53% over the quarter. This takes since inception performance to 5.8% p.a. versus the 

objective of 4.9%. 

 

Contributions to Fund Return:  

• The DDF returned -6.53% over the period. North American equities and global real estate were the 
largest detractors over the quarter, impacted by a double-whammy of recession and rising interest rates 
to combat high inflation. Gold mining and forestry stocks also declined, giving back gains from the 
previous quarter. Both Minimum Volatility equities and the Diversified Equity factor strategy we use 
performed relatively well compared to global market-cap equities. 

• The main asset contributions to performance came from overseas currency as the pound declined versus 

other currencies, in particular the US dollar. Risk management strategies including options contributed, as 

did UK physical property. 

Fund Positioning: 

Within the DDF we made the following changes over the quarter: 

• Equities. Early in the quarter we removed equity option protection due to the high level of volatility and 
replaced it by an equivalent reduction in equity exposure. We added back to our equity exposure towards 
the end of the quarter. Although we don’t see much to cheer about in the fundamentals, a lot of bad news 
has already been priced into markets and we see a window for a tactical long. We believe the market 
narrative might be about to turn, where the idea of a soft landing could seem more possible than 
previously thought if commodity prices, especially food and oil, continue to soften and supply chain bottle 
necks loosen. To partially hedge against the risk that this doesn’t happen and as we see much higher oil 
prices, we added to the European energy sector after weakness and retain an option structure in the US 
energy sector. 

We opened a new long European Defensive sectors against broader European equities. In contrast to 

the overall level of equity markets, at the sector level we believe recession risks are not well priced in, 

with market pricing more in line with stagflation. If the narrative moves more towards ‘recession 

imminent’ there would be far greater adjustment required within equities than at the index level. In 

implementing this we also closed our long-standing European travel and leisure position. 

• Government bonds. We changed our relative value bond position from gilts versus US treasuries to 
bunds versus US treasuries. We see the prospect for acute weakness in the UK economy as being 
lowered somewhat by the generosity of the fiscal programme targeted towards households, while the 
European economy is hit by a similar energy shock to that seen in the UK. We retain preferences to 
Australian and New Zealand bonds given our expectations that their housing markets will prove sensitive 
to higher interest rates, and ultimately less hikes necessary than what is priced in by markets. 

• Corporate bonds. We have started to unwind our reduced allocation to investment grade credit, by 
adding European credit. We have long had a preference for equities over credits, running reduced 
exposure to investment grade credit since the end of 2020. European credit spreads have moved more 
notably that the equivalents in either the USD or GBP markets. The overall preference for equities over 
credits remains, but the return prospects for credit are now becoming more symmetrical as opposed to 
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the unfavourable asymmetry that we had identified in the last few years. To fund this we reduced our 
exposure in the long-held Ontario provincial bond (held as a credit substitute) after it had held up 
relatively well within the market sell-off. 

• Currency We closed our additional position in the Japanese yen. The negative fundamentals for the yen 
remain with Bank of Japan (BoJ) keeping the policy of yield curve control in place with unlimited buying 
of bonds. We still believe the BoJ will have to give in in the face of higher global yields, but so far it 
appears their resolve is stronger than anticipated. We see a potential risk that the yen acts as the release 
valve, with more yen weakness before any change to the yield curve control policy. 

 

Outlook: 

We believe the next six months will continue to be challenging for investors, while providing some opportunities 
for active asset allocation. Even though the outlook remains clouded in uncertainty, we have a high conviction that 
central banks will act in the face of extremely elevated inflation. This leads us to expect an aggressive set of rate 
hikes through the remainder of the year, even though higher prices are already starting to put the stoppers on 
economic growth as consumer confidence sinks. A US recession in the second half of 2023 has now become our 
baseline view, but the more central banks worry about, and act against higher inflation, the less investors need to 
as the alternative of allowing inflation to run free would be far worse, in our view.  
 
In the near term, we still see enough momentum in the economy, backed by a high level of savings, to stave off 
an immediate slump. Setbacks in markets are not uncommon around the start of a rate-hiking cycle, which on this 
occasion has also coincided with negative idiosyncratic events – not least Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The 
declines have resulted in tumbling valuations and triggered a sharp drop in investor sentiment. This means a fair 
amount of bad news has already been priced into markets, in our view. 
 
Against this backdrop, we feel comfortable in staying slightly positive on equities, clearly an uncomfortable 
position in recent months, and in starting to decrease our underweight in corporate bonds. However, the scope for 
significant gains looks limited until there’s more proof of inflation cooling and recession risks subsiding. We 
therefore see our positioning in equities as more tactical – willing to buy into further market weakness, as we have 
recently done on the margin – but also likely to dial down our stance should the prospects of a recession grow. 
We expect such signs to emerge around turn of the year. 

 

 

Diversified Multi-Factor Equity Fund 

 
Market review: 
 
The second quarter of 2022 was particularly challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as 
central banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from 
investors. In the US, we saw two rate hikes over the quarter, ending with a 0.75% hike, leaving the Federal Funds 
Target Rate at 1.75%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate twice over the quarter, in 0.25% increments, 
landing at 1.25%, the highest in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has pre-committed to a 25bps increase in rates in 
July and has strongly indicated that a 50bps hike in September is most likely. 
 
Global equities faced a weak quarter, with US equities one of the weaker regions given their bias toward the 
mega cap tech stocks which have shown high sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Developed market 
sovereign bonds also had a weak quarter driven by the increasingly aggressive hiking path from central banks. 
After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities had a negative quarter (ignoring 
currency effects) given growing recessionary pressures. 
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Fund review: 
 
The diversified multi-factor equity fund was down -6.8% in the second quarter of 2022, whilst its comparator was 
down -8.8%. 
This brings the fund return since inception to 5.4% p.a. which is behind the comparator, which has returned 6.6% 
p.a. 
 
Performance drivers: 
 
In a continuation from last quarter, factors were a key driver of the relative outperformance. 
The largest growth stocks in the investible universe underperformed throughout the quarter, particularly in the US. 
as higher government bond yields were more of a headwind to growth stocks as they are typically more sensitive 
to interest rates than value stocks. This meant that both value and the diversified weighting scheme, which 
creates a lower concentration in these largest stocks, contributed healthily over the quarter. 
 
As equity markets were again sharply lower over the period, the fund’s lower market exposure (as measured by 
beta) added significantly to the overall fund performance. 
 
 

 

Euro Diversified Fund 

 

Market conditions: 

The second quarter of 2022 was brutally challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as central 

banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from investors. In 

the US, the central bank raised rates twice by a total of 1.25%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate 

twice over the quarter by a total of 0.5%, to the highest level in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has also woken 

from its slumber and pre-committed future rate hikes later in the year.  

With central banks repeating their hawkish messages, government bond yields moved higher and drove prices 

down. Given the concerns around growth and inflation, global equity markets suffered poor returns over the month 

with US equities leading the way given their bias toward the mega cap tech stocks which have shown high 

sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Caught in these crosswinds, corporate bonds and emerging 

market debt also lost value. After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities also 

had a negative quarter given growing recessionary pressures. Altogether, this created a perfect storm for 

investors with few places to hide. 

 

 

The EDF returned -8.9% over the quarter. Its long-term comparator of developed global equities (as measured by 

the FTSE Developed Index, 50% hedged to EUR) returned -12.6%.  

Since inception the EDF has returned + 4.2% p.a. Realised returns for the long-term comparator (FTSE 

Developed Index, 50% hedged to EUR) were +8.5% p.a. Our long-term return expectation (for both developed 

equities as well as for the EDF) is around risk-free rates +3.5-4% or c. 3.25% since inception. We don’t expect the 

EDF to match equity returns in an extended market rally given the EDF’s diversified composition and in general 

expect the EDF to outperform equities in a downmarket given its diversified asset allocation. 

The fund’s realised volatility since inception reflects 62% of the volatility of its long-term comparator, developed 

global equities (as measured by the FTSE Developed Index, 50% hedged to EUR). This is in line with the fund’s 

volatility target. 
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Contributions to Fund Return: 

Foreign currency exposure, in particular the US dollar, and commodities were the main positive contributors to 

performance over the quarter. European equities, Real estate investment trusts and US credit detracted most 

from performance. 

 

Fund Positioning: 

There were no changes to the strategic asset allocation over the quarter. 
 

 

 

Euro Dynamic Diversified Fund 

The EDDF returned -6.6% over the period. This takes since inception performance to 5.3% p.a. versus the 
objective of 3.7% p.a. 

 

Contributions to Fund Return:  

• In a tough quarter for all assets, nearly all holdings detracted from returns with North American equities 
and global real estate the largest detractors, impacted by a double-whammy of recession and rising 
interest rates to combat high inflation. Gold mining and forestry stocks also declined, giving back gains 
from the previous quarter.  

• The main positive contributions to performance came from overseas currency as the euro declined versus 

other currencies, in particular the US dollar. Risk management strategies including options also 

contributed positively to help cushion declines across the portfolio.   

 

Fund Positioning: 

Within the EDDF we made the following changes over the quarter: 

• Equities. Early in the quarter we removed equity option protection due to the high level of volatility. We 
also added to our equity exposure towards the end of the quarter. Although we don’t see much to cheer 
about in the fundamentals, a lot of bad news has already been priced into markets and we see a window 
for a tactical long. We believe the market narrative might be about to turn, where the idea of a soft 
landing could seem more possible than previously thought if commodity prices, especially food and oil, 
continue to soften and supply chain bottle necks loosen. We opened a new long European Defensive 
sectors against broader European equities. In contrast to the overall level of equity markets, at the sector 
level we believe recession risks are not well priced in, with market pricing more in line with stagflation. If 
the narrative moves more towards ‘recession imminent’ there would be far greater adjustment required 
within equities than at the index level. In implementing this we also closed our long standing European 
travel and leisure position. 

• Government bonds. We retain preferences to Australian and New Zealand bonds given our 
expectations that their housing markets will prove sensitive to higher interest rates, and ultimately less 
hikes necessary than what is priced in by markets. 

• Corporate bonds. We are looking to unwind our reduced allocation to investment grade credit. We have 
long had a preference for equities over credits, running reduced exposure to investment grade credit 
since the end of 2020. European credit spreads have moved more notably that the equivalents in either 
the USD or GBP markets. The overall preference for equities over credits remains, but the return 
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prospects for credit are now becoming more symmetrical as opposed to the unfavourable asymmetry 
that we had identified in the last few years. 

 

Outlook: 

We believe the next six months will continue to be challenging for investors, while providing some opportunities 
for active asset allocation. Even though the outlook remains clouded in uncertainty, we have a high conviction that 
central banks will act in the face of extremely elevated inflation. This leads us to expect an aggressive set of rate 
hikes through the remainder of the year, even though higher prices are already starting to put the stoppers on 
economic growth as consumer confidence sinks. A US recession in the second half of 2023 has now become our 
baseline view, but the more central banks worry about, and act against higher inflation, the less investors need to 
as the alternative of allowing inflation to run free would be far worse, in our view.  
 
In the near term, we still see enough momentum in the economy, backed by a high level of savings, to stave off 
an immediate slump. Setbacks in markets are not uncommon around the start of a rate-hiking cycle, which on this 
occasion has also coincided with negative idiosyncratic events – not least Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The 
declines have resulted in tumbling valuations and triggered a sharp drop in investor sentiment. This means a fair 
amount of bad news has already been priced into markets, in our view. 
 
Against this backdrop, we feel comfortable in staying slightly positive on equities, clearly an uncomfortable 
position in recent months, and in starting to decrease our underweight in corporate bonds. However, the scope for 
significant gains looks limited until there’s more proof of inflation cooling and recession risks subsiding. We 
therefore see our positioning in equities as more tactical – willing to buy into further market weakness, as we have 
recently done on the margin – but also likely to dial down our stance should the prospects of a recession grow. 
We expect such signs to emerge around turn of the year. 
 

 

 

Future World Multi-Asset Fund 

The second quarter of 2022 was brutally challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as central 

banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from investors. In 

the US, the central bank raised rates twice by a total of 1.25%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate 

twice over the quarter by a total of 0.5%, to the highest level in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has also woken 

from its slumber and pre-committed future rate hikes later in the year.  

With central banks repeating their hawkish messages, government bond yields moved higher and drove prices 

down. Given the concerns around growth and inflation, global equity markets suffered poor returns over the month 

with US equities leading the way given their bias toward the mega cap tech stocks which have shown high 

sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Caught in these crosswinds, corporate bonds and emerging 

market debt also lost value. After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities also 

had a negative quarter given growing recessionary pressures. Altogether, this created a perfect storm for 

investors with few places to hide. 

 

The Future World Multi-Asset Fund returned -3.6% over the quarter versus its formal comparator (ABI 40-85% 

sector) which returned -3.5% over the quarter. The fund has returned 5.9% p.a. since inception (June 2018) 

versus the sector which has returned 5.6% p.a..The fund’s realised volatility since inception is 8.6% and reflects 

58% of the volatility of its long-term comparator, developed global equities (as measured by the FTSE Developed 

World Index, 50% hedged to GBP). This is slightly below the fund’s volatility target. 
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Contributions to Fund Return: 

Listed infrastructure, Asia Pacific equities and UK equities were the main asset class contributors to performance 

over the quarter, along with the benefit of foreign currency exposure (particularly the US dollar) as the pound 

weakened over the quarter. Emerging market local currency debt, global high yield bonds and European equities 

were the main detractors.  

 

Fund Positioning:  

During the quarter we introduced a Province of Ontario municipal green bond, as we believe these offer an 
attractive yield relative to Canadian government bonds without significant additional credit risk. We also added 
three new members of the Renewable energy equity basket following a review, those companies being based in 
Norway, Germany and Canada, while selling out of one company that was the subject of a takeover. 
 

 

 

Multi-Asset Fund 

The second quarter of 2022 was brutally challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as central 

banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from investors. In 

the US, the central bank raised rates twice by a total of 1.25%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate 

twice over the quarter by a total of 0.5%, to the highest level in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has also woken 

from its slumber and pre-committed future rate hikes later in the year.  

With central banks repeating their hawkish messages, government bond yields moved higher and drove prices 
down. Given the concerns around growth and inflation, global equity markets suffered poor returns over the month 
with US equities leading the way given their bias toward the mega cap tech stocks which have shown high 
sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Caught in these crosswinds, corporate bonds and emerging 
market debt also lost value. After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities also 
had a negative quarter given growing recessionary pressures. Altogether, this created a perfect storm for 
investors with few places to hide. 
 
 
The Multi-Asset Fund returned -7.3% over the quarter versus its formal comparator (ABI 40-85% sector) which 

returned -7.1%. It has returned +6.9% p.a. since inception compared to its formal comparator ABI which has 

returned 6.1% p.a.  

The fund’s realised volatility since inception is 7.6% and reflects 66% of the volatility of its long-term comparator, 
developed global equities (as measured by the FTSE Developed World Index, 50% hedged to GBP). This is in 
line with the fund’s volatility target.  
 
Contributions to Fund Return: 

Foreign currency exposure, in particular the US dollar, was the main positive contributor to performance over the 

quarter. North American equities, Real estate investment trusts and US credit detracted most from performance. 

 

Fund Positioning:  

There were no changes to the strategic asset allocation of the fund during the quarter. 
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Retirement Income Multi-Asset Fund  

 

The second quarter of 2022 was brutally challenging for investors, continuing a weak start to the year, as central 

banks became increasingly determined to rein in inflation prompting increased recession fears from investors. In 

the US, the central bank raised rates twice by a total of 1.25%. The Bank of England also raised its base rate 

twice over the quarter by a total of 0.5%, to the highest level in 13 years. Meanwhile, The ECB has also woken 

from its slumber and pre-committed future rate hikes later in the year.  

With central banks repeating their hawkish messages, government bond yields moved higher and drove prices 
down. Given the concerns around growth and inflation, global equity markets suffered poor returns over the 
month with US equities leading the way given their bias toward the mega cap tech stocks which have shown high 
sensitivity to interest rate rises in recent years. Caught in these crosswinds, corporate bonds and emerging 
market debt also lost value. After numerous quarters of positive returns since the start of 2021, commodities also 
had a negative quarter given growing recessionary pressures. Altogether, this created a perfect storm for 
investors with few places to hide. 

 

RIMA’s return was -6.0% over the period. The main asset contributions to performance came from Overseas 
currency (+0.5%), UK property (+0.2%) and Risk management strategies (+0.2%).  

EU sovereign bonds (-0.6%) US equities (-0.6%) and Global real estate investment trusts (-0.6%) detracted from 
performance. 

 

  

 

AUM update: 

RIMA total AUM continues to rise and is now over £1.6bn with the expectation of higher growth in 2022 given 

increased interest from defined benefit schemes and ongoing regular defined contribution flows.  

 

Outlook and changes to the Fund positioning:   

• Equities and Alternatives. We continued to reduce our managed property exposure (-1% in May) to lock-
in the exceptional year-to-date performance of this asset class. In April, we realigned some our option 
protection structures in both Europe and the US. In both cases, we sold back put protection whose value 
had increased considerably during the market turmoil. 

• We added some tactical equity risk in June on expectations of some near-term relief from the pessimistic 
market dynamics. That was split across European and US market-cap weighted indices (2.5% in total). 
We added commodity exposure in June (0.75%) as prices softened despite the ongoing supply squeeze. 
With the real income shock the most likely cause of the next recession, we feel this offers a degree of 
protection against such a downturn. We made room for that in the portfolio by selling out of gold-miners 
(-1.25%). We also added a basket of European equities (1% in total) split across a number of defensive 
sectors (telecoms, utilities, healthcare, household goods, food & beverage) as a non-cyclical play while 
closing out our underperforming travel & leisure exposure (-0.25%). 

Overseas currency 0.49% EU Nominal Government Bonds -0.64%

UK Property 0.16% US Equities -0.63%

Risk Management 0.14% Global REITs -0.61%

Cash 0.01% Emerging Market Debt (Hard) -0.59%

Global High Yield Bonds -0.44%

Largest Contributors Largest Detractors
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• Government bonds We sold US inflation-linked bonds (-2%) in April and then bought back some longer-
dated inflation-linked securities in May after a gap higher in real yields.  We purchased 1.75% in long-
dated Australian debt across the 10 and 30yr segments, adding to our theme of taking duration exposure 
in the most interest rate sensitive economies. That was funded by selling down US exposure. We also 
pushed out our European exposure along the curve, selling down <5y debt (-4.25%) to purchase a small 
amount of 30y debt (1%). That switch is likely to offer greater protection from further repricing of the ECB 
outlook. Finally, we started adding back some overall duration in response to higher yields with an 
additional 2.25% in US 5yr debt during June. 

• Credit. We rotated between Canadian provinces given opposing performance trends, selling down 
Alberta (issuing in USD) to fund Ontario (issuing in GBP). 

• Emerging Markets. We reduced our EM equity exposure after a bout of strong relative performance, 
reducing our Chinese equity holdings by 0.5%. We also removed a basket of emerging market 
currencies on waning momentum as the dollar came under persistent upward pressure (-1.5% across 
COP, CLP, MXN, CNY and BRL together). There were a couple of exceptions to that theme, notably 
purchases of ZAR alongside 10 year South African debt (+0.35%) 

• Currency. We added exposure to some of the G10 commodity exporters with an additional 0.5% in both 
NOK and CAD. We also put in place an option structure to help lock-in some of the gains of the 
translation gains attributable to sterling weakness (+2% in a GBPUSD risk reversal added in May). 

 

We believe the next six months will continue to be challenging for investors, while providing some opportunities 
for active asset allocation. Even though the outlook remains clouded in uncertainty, we have a high conviction that 
central banks will act in the face of extremely elevated inflation. This leads us to expect an aggressive set of rate 
hikes through the remainder of the year, even though higher prices are already starting to put the stoppers on 
economic growth as consumer confidence sinks. A US recession in the second half of 2023 has now become our 
baseline view, but the more central banks worry about, and act against higher inflation, the less investors need to 
as the alternative of allowing inflation to run free would be far worse, in our view.  
 
In the near term, we still see enough momentum in the economy, backed by a high level of savings, to stave off 
an immediate slump. Setbacks in markets are not uncommon around the start of a rate-hiking cycle, which on this 
occasion has also coincided with negative idiosyncratic events – not least Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The 
declines have resulted in tumbling valuations and triggered a sharp drop in investor sentiment. This means a fair 
amount of bad news has already been priced into markets, in our view. 
 
Against this backdrop, we feel comfortable in staying slightly positive on equities, clearly an uncomfortable 
position in recent months, and in starting to decrease our underweight in corporate bonds. However, the scope for 
significant gains looks limited until there’s more proof of inflation cooling and recession risks subsiding. We 
therefore see our positioning in equities as more tactical – willing to buy into further market weakness, as we have 
recently done on the margin – but also likely to dial down our stance should the prospects of a recession grow. 
We expect such signs to emerge around turn of the year. 
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Real Assets 
LPI Income Property Fund 

 

The Fund returned 3.17% in Q2 2022, with performance underpinned by secure income and the capitalisation of 
RPI linked rental growth.  
 
Five rent reviews were completed in the quarter on an upward only basis. Four were reviewed in line with RPI 

subject to relevant caps and one fixed uplift of 2.60%. 

 
In Q2, the Fund completed on the acquisition of a purpose-built student accommodation block in Epsom. The 
asset is let to an investment grade University occupier for a remaining lease term of 24 years with annual rent 
increases in line with RPI, capped at 4%. 
 
In 2021 the Fund conditionally exchanged contracts to acquire a new headquarters office building in Cardiff.  The 
deal is structured as a forward commitment, conditional on practical completion of the asset.  From completion, the 
property will be let to an investment grade corporate for 25 years with annual rent increases in line with RPI, 
capped at 5%.   
 
The Fund is actively pursuing additional pipeline assets to facilitate Fund growth and deployment of capital.  
 
All assets that we consider for the Fund’s pipeline offer investment grade covenants and are aligned to the Fund's 
strategy of securing suitable stock, both on and off market, which will deliver appropriate returns while meeting the 
investment criteria.   
  

 

The Managed Property Fund  

Capital values increased through the quarter, driven by continued appreciation of industrial and retail warehouses 
and which resulted in the Fund delivering +4.2% NAV growth in the quarter, bringing year to date performance to 
+8.8%.   
 
Investor sentiment has showed signs of weakening through June and whilst we have seen a positive H1 there 
remain concerns over growth in H2, with the financial market indicators worsening and being suggestive of a 
higher property yield, particularly in sectors where yields have compressed most.  
 
Structural drivers and trends around the leisure sector remain compelling and is supported by a high income yield, 
so the Fund doubled its holding in the L&G Leisure fund (to £40m) to benefit from these trends at a more 
persuasive entry price.  
 
The team delivered 16 asset management deals in the quarter across all sectors. This included 5 retail park unit 
renewals, underlining the quality of the Fund’s retail assets and demonstrating healthy demand. Rebased market 
rents and supply and demand dynamics continue to drive rental growth across the Fund’s industrial assets, which 
increased by almost 3% in the quarter. Targeted capital expenditure continues to play a large part of our asset 
management strategy, particularly focused on development and repositioning of void units to maximise speed of 
re-letting, and importantly encompassing best in class ESG credentials which has become the key occupier focus.  
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Contact us 

 

For further information about LGIM, please visit lgim.com or contact your usual LGIM representative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LGIM Disclaimer and important legal notice  

The information contained in this document (the ‘Information’) has been prepared by Legal & General Investment 
Management Limited, or by Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited and/or their affiliates 
(‘Legal & General’, ‘we’ or ‘us’). Such Information is the property and/or confidential information of Legal & 
General and may not be disclosed by you to any other person without the prior written consent of Legal & 
General. 
 
No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the 
Information, or any other written or oral information made available in connection with this publication. Any 
investment advice that we provide to you is based solely on the limited initial information which you have provided 
to us. No part of this or any other document or presentation provided by us shall be deemed to constitute ‘proper 
advice’ for the purposes of the Pensions Act 1995 (as amended). Any limited initial advice given relating to 
professional services will be further discussed and negotiated in order to agree formal investment guidelines 
which will form part of written contractual terms between the parties.  
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is 
not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested.  
The Information has been produced for use by a professional investor and their advisors only. It should not be 
distributed without our permission.  
 
The risks associated with each fund or investment strategy are set out in this publication, the relevant prospectus 
or investment management agreement (as applicable) and these should be read and understood before making 
any investment decisions. A copy of the relevant documentation can be obtained from your Client Relationship 
Manager.  
 
Confidentiality and Limitations:  
 
Unless otherwise agreed by Legal & General in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information 
purposes only and we are not soliciting any action based on it, and (b) is not a recommendation to buy or sell 
securities or pursue a particular investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice. Any 
trading or investment decisions taken by you should be based on your own analysis and judgment (and/or that of 
your professional advisors) and not in reliance on us or the Information. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we 
exclude all representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of any kind, implied by statute  
or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any representations as to the quality, 
suitability, accuracy or completeness of the Information.  
 
Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information (a) shall not constitute a guarantee of future 
events, (b) may not consider or reflect all possible future events or conditions relevant to you (for example, market 
disruption events); and (c) may be based on assumptions or simplifications that may not be relevant to you.  

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

https://twitter.com/LGIM
https://www.linkedin.com/company/legal-&-general-investment-management/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUmfV6VjfydEykC6QzXNPSQ
https://www.lgim.com/uk/en/insights/podcast/
https://www.lgim.com/uk/en/insights/podcast/
https://www.lgimblog.com/
https://www.lgimblog.com/
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The Information is provided ‘as is' and 'as available’. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Legal & General 
accepts no liability to you or any other recipient of the Information for any loss, damage or cost arising from, or in 
connection with, any use or reliance on the Information. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Legal & 
General does not accept any liability for any indirect, special or consequential loss howsoever caused and on any 
theory or liability, whether in contract or tort (including negligence) or otherwise, even if Legal & General has been 
advised of the possibility of such loss.  
 
Third Party Data:  
 
Where this document contains third party data ('Third Party Data’), we cannot guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness or reliability of such Third Party Data and accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect 
of such Third Party Data.  
 
Publication, Amendments and Updates:  
 
We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information following 
the date it was delivered to you. Legal & General reserves the right to update this document and/or the 
Information at any time and without notice.  
 
Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or 
publication, no assurance can be given to you that this document is complete or accurate in the light of 
information that may become available after its publication. The Information may not take into account any 
relevant events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this document.  
 
Telephone Recording:  
 
As required under applicable laws Legal & General will record all telephone and electronic communications and 
conversations with you that result or may result in the undertaking of transactions in financial instruments on your 
behalf. Such records will be kept for a period of five years (or up to seven years upon request from the Financial 
Conduct Authority (or such successor from time to time)) and will be provided to you upon request.  
Legal & General Investment Management Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894. Registered 
Office: One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 
No. 119272.  
 
Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 01006112. 
Registered Office: One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, No. 202202.  
The LGIM Workplace Savings division on behalf of both Legal and General Assurance Limited. Registered in 
England and Wales No. 00166055. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. As well as Legal & General (Portfolio 
Management Services) Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 02457525. Authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 146786. Registered Offices: One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. 
 


